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Abstract

Software Distributed Shared Memory Using the VIPS
Coherence Protocol

Magnus Norgren

A coherent global address space in a distributed system enables shared memory
programming in a much larger scale than in a single multicore processor.
The solution is to implement a software distributed shared memory (SWDSM)
system since hardware support at this scale is non-existent. However, traditional
approaches to coherence in SWDSM systems (centralized via 'active' home-node
directories) are inherently unfit for such a scenario. Instead, it is crucial to make
decisions locally and avoid the long latency imposed by both network and software
message-handlers. This thesis investigates the performance of an SWDSM system with
a novel and completely distributed coherence protocol that minimizes long-latency
communications common in coherence protocols. More specifically, we propose an
approach suitable for data race free programs, based on self-invalidation and
self-downgrade inspired by the VIPS cache coherence protocol. This thesis tries to
exploit the distributed nature of self-invalidation, self-downgrade by using a passive
data classification directory that require no message-handlers, thereby incurring no
extra latency when issuing coherence requests. The result is an SWDSM system
called SVIPS which maximizes local decision making and allows high parallel
performance with minimal coherence traffic between nodes in a distributed system.
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning
En delad addressrymd i distribuerade system medför ökad skalbarhet hos van-
liga parallella applikationer programmerade med delat minne. Istället för att
vara begränsad till att använda delat minne endast på vanliga flerkärniga pro-
cessorer kan man då även exekvera applikationer som utnyttjar delat minne över
datorkluster. Man kan då dramatiskt öka skalbarheten hos parallella applika-
tioner, från ett par kärnor i en processor, till hundratals kärnor i ett datorkluster.
Vanliga datorkluster stödjer dock inte denna typ av teknologi i hårdvara utan
lösningen är istället att utveckla mjukvarusystem som ger illusionen av delat
minne över klustret.

Vanliga tillvägagångssätt att utveckla mjukvarusystem för delat minne har
varit att använda protokoll som använder sig av tvåsidig kommunikation. I två-
sidiga kommunikationer sker minneshämtningen genom flertalet meddelanden
till och från flera noder i ett datorkluster. Det har i tidigare forskning visat
sig vara denna typ av kommunikation som är en av de största problemen för
prestanda i dessa system. Problemen uppstår då noder inte hinner svara till-
räckligt snabbt på inkommande meddelanden. Mjukvarusystem för delat minne
ska därför vara designade att utnyttja envägskommunikationer till andra noders
minne för att maximera prestanda.

Tidigare system har även använt sig av s.k. Invalideringsprotokoll, där en
tråd, process eller nod som skriver till minnet, också har i ansvar att skicka
invalideringssignaler till alla andra som har detta minne, så att de tar bort,
eller invaliderar sin kopia. Traditionella invalideringsprotokoll är inte skalbara
av naturen, då antalet invalideringssignaler ökar dramatiskt vid en utökning av
antalet trådar, processer eller noder i systemet. Istället måste man designa dessa
mjukvarusystem så att de är mer distribuerade och skalbara, d.v.s. Att man tar
så många beslut som möjligt på den lokala noden samt att man måste minimera
tiden det tar för att utföra s.k. Koherensoperationer, som har i uppgift att se
till att minnet på alla noder är korrekt i förhållande till någon fördefinierad
minnesmodell.

Detta examensarbete demonstrerar därför ett mjukvarusystem för delat minne,
som använder fullt distribuerade koherensmekanismer såsom självinvalidering,
och självnedgradering av data. Mjukvarusystemet använder även högpresterande
nätverksanslutningar med direktkoppling mot andra noders minnen. Dessa
nätverksanslutningar gör att ingen tvåvägskommunikation mellan noder i mjuk-
varusystemet behövs vilket medför minskade kostnader för att hålla minnet ko-
rrekt. Vi demonstrerar också ett nytt sätt att klassificera data imed hjälp av ett
s.k. passivt filter, som varje nod skriver till första gången de läser och skriver nå-
gon data. Med hjälp av detta filter kan varje nod själv avgöra när data behövs
självinvalideras och/eller självnedgraderas för att hålla minnet korrekt. Slut-
produkten av detta examensarbete är mjukvarusystemet SVIPS som försöker
göra alla minnesbeslut lokalt men samtidigt erhålla väldigt hög prestanda och
skalbarhet.
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1 Introduction
Modern processors consists of multiple cores with threads or processes working
concurrently in parallel to use the capabilities of the processor’s cores. Increased
used of parallel programs and the need for performance has increased the de-
mand on numbers of cores per chip. When the number of cores per chip is
not offering enough performance, one want to use large clusters of multipro-
cessors to extend the scalability of the application. Clusters of multiprocessors
do generally not support any shared coherent memory in hardware and thus
can not run shared memory programs. To address this problem, we introduce
software distributed shared memory (SWDSM) to create a coherent shared ad-
dress space throughout a network, usually referred to as a global address space.
Any commodity cluster can implement SWDSM systems, making it possible to
run shared memory applications on all cores throughout a cluster, similar to
executing them on a typical multiprocessor.

The ultimate goal of any SWDSM system is to extend the scalability of
shared memory applications beyond one processor and execute them minimally
modified in a distributed environment. In contrast, the alternative model mes-
sage passing instead force the programmer to change major parts of the ap-
plication and algorithm, exposing the programmer to low-level details such as
explicit communication between nodes1 which adds to programming complexity.
Instead, SWDSM systems tries to abstract away from the complexity of handling
communication while still trying to keep the same level of performance.

Kai LI introduced the first SWDSM system called IVY. The idea with
IVY was to exploit the operating systems paging mechanism for mapping vir-
tual pages to remote physical pages[24]. Since IVY, many tried to implement
better and more efficient SWDSM systems base on the same idea to exploit
the paging mechanism[20, 28, 30]. Working on page size granularity naturally
cause substantial false sharing for SWDSM systems. Some systems have there-
fore tried to use more fine grained granularity(word, variable, object) where
systems use binary rewriting or special compilers to detect remote memory
accesses[29, 33, 34, 7]. The drawback is a relatively high communication over-
head for sending small payloads over the network. For binary rewriting we will
also have an extra cost for checking if the data is available on the local node.
We recognize that both options are valid, but for limitation this thesis focus
primarily on page based SWDSM systems.

To further improve performance, many have tried to relax the consistency
model to make updates visible to other cores as lazily as possible[20, 3]. Other
approaches have tired minimize coherence communication between nodes by re-
moving message-handlers in the system[29]. Newer systems have also discussed
the importance to utilize the RDMA functionality of new high-speed intercon-
nects such as InfiniBandTM[28, 29, 30]. All of these ideas have had major impact
on how we implement high-performance SWDSM systems and are incorporates
into SVIPS described further in Section 3.

All previous efforts have given valuable insight but due to both performance
and portability issues they have not resulted in the use of these systems to a
larger extent. Due to performance increase in modern high-speed interconnects
such as InfiniBandTM, Ramesh suggests that there is a new era for SWDSM

1With nodes we mean separate computers connected in a network
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Figure 1: Improvement in network bandwidth and latency compared to DRAM
and CPU. (Data from Ramesh’s thesis [30].)

systems[30]. Since the early work of SWDSM systems during the 1990s and
2000s, as seen in Fig. 1 the difference between main memory and network in
both latency and bandwidth has been significantly decreased. However, Fig. 1,
also shows that network latency is still an order of magnitude worse than DRAM
latency while network bandwidth has improved to the point that it is on the same
order of magnitude as DRAM bandwidth. We also note that a negative effect,
is that software handling of memory requests is relatively more expensive today
due to latency to remote memory has decreased while CPU clock frequency has
not improved since early 2000s.

The difference in performance characteristics suggest that SWDSM systems
is better performing today compared to systems built in early 2000s and earlier.
The change in characteristics also suggests that we should exploit the large
network bandwidth to decrease the long network latency where possible, and try
to minimize cost of software handling of memory requests which are becoming
more expensive. In Fig. 1, we also observe that network performance is likely
to continue to improve in relation to memory performance, which suggests that
SWDSM systems may have a growing potential over time.

In addition to the characteristics, we recognize that the use of Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) in modern interconnects is a feature that was not
present in earlier networks or interconnects. RDMA provides a mechanism for
moving data directly from the memory of one computer’s memory to another
without any copying of data over memory and network interface controllers.
RDMA therefore decreases latency by removing a lot of copying, and it also
allows reading and writing remote memory without interrupting the remote
node’s progress[29, 28, 30].
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Other scalability problems for other SWDSM systems is that the coherence
mechanisms previously tried were not scalable. The coherence protocols rely
traditionally on redirecting requests to remote nodes in the network and are
making several hops in the network to retrieve the requested data. Broadcasting
invalidations or updates are other common coherence mechanisms that are not
scalable in a larger system since they involve communication between all nodes.
This thesis instead suggest a new coherence protocol for distributed shared
memory systems called Software VIPS (SVIPS). SVIPS is inspired by the snoop-
less and directory-less VIPS coherence protocol which is distributed by nature
and are using only local decisions to enforce cache coherence[18].

The SVIPS coherence protocol is highly influenced by the simplicity and
distributed mechanisms of VIPS. On top of that, inspired by DSZOOM[29], the
SVIPS system completely removes all message-handlers involved in the protocol
by issuing remote memory operations on remote directories, naturally fitting
together with RDMA capabilities of high-speed interconnects. In addition, the
directory can be almost entirely removed since the coherence protocol simply
classifies pages based on number of potential sharers and writers and is only
accessed upon the first time a node is accessing a page.

We have implemented the SVIPS system to evaluate the performance of a
VIPS influenced protocol for SWDSM systems. SVIPS is implemented on real
hardware using MPI-3 as underlying communication. Computations are per-
formed on resources provided by the Swedish National Infrastructure for Com-
puting (SNIC) through Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Com-
putational Science (UPPMAX) using the Tintin cluster. The cluster consists of
160 connected nodes of dual AMD Opteron 6220 CPUs with 64-128 Gigabytes of
main memory per node. All the nodes are connected using QDR InfinibandTM.
Evaluation is done using multithreaded benchmarks from different suites such
as SPLASH-2, PARSEC, NAS Parallel Benchmarks along with custom bench-
marks. Where possible, the SVIPS system compares to MPI translated copies
of the benchmarks and/or implementations in Unified Parallel C provided by
the NPB UPC benchmark[22]. The results show that SVIPS can be compete
with standard MPI and/or PGAS implementations and achieve scaling up to
2048 cores.

This thesis is also part of Argo, a (not yet published) work on distributed
shared memory, where this thesis specifically contributes to the Carina coher-
ence protocol.
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Main Contributions

• Inspired by recent efforts to simplify coherence in multicores [31, 19], we
use self-invalidation (no invalidations on write-misses) and self-downgrade
(no indirection via a home directory) to reduce the latency of servicing
each individual miss. Effectively, we are distributing coherence control so
that coherence decisions (invalidation and downgrade) are local to each
node.

• To reduce the number of self-invalidation misses and consequently the
average access latency, we introduce a novel home-node directory protocol
without message-handlers, where all operations are performed by RDMA
reads and writes, initiated by the requesting node without any need for
other nodes receiving or responding to a message. This approach increases
network traffic, but in return we achieve a message-handler-free protocol.
Further, we systematically trade bandwidth for latency using prefetching.
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2 Background

2.1 Parallel Programming Paradigms

Programming parallel programs tries to exploit underlying parallel architec-
ture to gain performance for each added core/thread to the program. Two
main approaches to programming parallel applications exist. The shared mem-
ory programming paradigm where communication between threads just reads
and writes to the same memory location, and message passing programming
paradigm, where threads sends and receives messages to communicate with each
other. Generally, one can describe message passing as a paradigm wanting to ex-
pose communication between threads to the programmer, while shared memory
paradigms abstract away from this.

2.2 Message Passing

Message passing programming paradigms uses messages for communications
between processes or threads in a parallel system as the only mean for com-
munication. The general way to program using message passing is to have
threads communicate by sending and receiving messages through special send
and receive primitives. Message passing is more complex than shared memory
programming since the aspect of handling communication between threads adds
to complexity instead of just reading and writing same memory. The advan-
tages of message passing is however that it is possible to gain high performance,
since it is often possible to tune the communication to overlap with compu-
tation possibly reducing latency cost for communication. Also, since shared
memory programming is generally not supported in large computer clusters,
high-performance workloads are generally programmed using message passing
since it is the only alternative for scaling parallel applications.

2.3 Shared Memory Programming

Shared memory programming is the way to program parallel system by letting
threads simply read and write data. All threads share a single view of data and
communication between threads happen by reading and writing same pieces of
memory. Because access to main memory is very slow, caches are implemented in
hardware to reduce latency for reading and writing data. When two threads are
reading and writing different caches, an inconsistency in memory may appear,
which is why cache coherence protocol are introduced to enforce caches to always
return the latest updated value of memory[35].

Consistency Models Making all written data immediately available to all
other cores in a shared memory system is costly. Therefore, consistency- or
memory models have been developed to define when writes to some cached
data is written back to the main memory, as well as when the updated value
is visible for other cores. The main purpose of consistency models is to define
shared memory correctness. They provide a set of rules how loads and stores
are performed, and when they are propagated to other cores and main memory.
Many consistency models exist, varying from very intuitive to the programmer,
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to more complex consistency models which might be more focused on perfor-
mance.

Sequential Consistency Arguably the simplest and the most natural con-
sistency model is Sequential Consistency and is defined by Lamport[23] as:

The result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all
processes were executed in some sequential order, and the operations
of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order
specified by its program.

This essentially means that all memory accesses are serialized and any multi-
core system applying sequential consistency can be described as programming a
multicore but having the memory guarantees of a uniprocessor. We can envision
each core taking turns of executing any number of reads and/or writes to the
memory before ’handing’ this right to access the memory over to some other
core.

Weak Consistency Weak consistency relies on the programmer to make data
visible to other cores when needed. The weak consistency model only demands
that synchronization variables such as lock variables are sequentially consis-
tent. All other coherence work by having the programmer issue special memory
fences. The fences make the system finish any pending memory accesses to
any memory which makes all written data visible to all processors. When pro-
gramming data race free applications and correctly assigning memory fences at
synchronization points, the memory model is to the user, indistinguishable from
sequential consistency[1].

Release Consistency Release consistency[14] is defined by Gharachorloo et
al. as following:

1. Before an ordinary access to a shared variable is performed, all previous
acquires done by the process must have completed successfully.

2. Before a release is allowed to be performed, all previous reads and writes
done by the process must have completed.

3. The acquire and release accesses must be processor consistent (sequential
consistency is not required).

Release consistency is an even weaker form of consistency than weak consistency
where you have split up the memory fences into two different fences: acquire and
release. These two fences, are pointing out certain part in the program where
memory either need to be invalidated or updated and when write operations
have to have been written back to the memory.
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Scope Consistency In Scope Consistency[17] all the memory belong to dif-
ferent scopes to the memory. One scope can only belong to one executing pro-
cessor at one time and are usually coupled with lock/unlock primitives. When
acquiring a scope, all writes previously done to the same scope should have been
visible for the processor holding the scope. Scope consistency also implement
what is called a global scope. All data belong to the global scope and are syn-
chronized using barriers. Synchronizing in the global scope will make all writes
visible to all other processors[17].

Cache Coherence Protocols Cache coherence protocols are implemented
to maintain correct values in caches on local processors. These protocols follow
various themes of how coherence states are stored and what mechanisms are
used to support coherence. Different coherence protocol also supports different
types of consistency models and can therefore relax some parts of the coherence
protocol to gain performance.

Directory- and Snooping-Based Coherence Snooping-based coherence
is a technique where each processor have a cache controller for its cache which
communicates with each other on a shared bus. The cache controllers use the
bus to broadcast memory addresses and operations to either find who has some
specific data, or if other caches need to invalidate some data. For directory-based
coherence, a directory is responsible for keeping track of states and locations of
data. When a cache miss happen, a processor first need to consult the directory
in order to get the requested data. The directory redirects data request to the
location of data, as well as handling coherence between the caches.

Update- and Invalidation-Based Protocols Coherence protocols are usu-
ally divided up into two flavors: invalidation-based and update-based protocols.
Invalidation-based protocols precedes writes to shared data with an invalidation
signal to each sharer of the data. The sharers then invalidate the data so that
it will fetch the latest updated copy upon next access. Update-based protocols
does on the other hand not invalidate shared copies, but sends out the new data
to everyone, so each core can update their cache to include the most recent copy
of data before requesting it.

2.4 VIPS

VIPS is a novel cache coherence protocol introduced by Kaxiras and Ros, and
is a very lightweight, simple, high-performing directory- and snoop-less cache
coherence protocol[18]. VIPS uses only four states: Valid/Invalid, and Pri-
vate/Shared, which also makes up the name of the protocol. The protocol only
needs to classify data as shared or private and keeps track of whether the cached
copies are valid or invalid[18]. VIPS uses local coherence mechanism operations
known as self-invalidation and self-downgrade. All cores take responsibility of
invalidating its own cache called self-invalidation and is in VIPS a local opera-
tion done without co-operation with other cores. Similarly, to self-invalidation,
self-downgrade is also a local operation, making local dirty copies visible to
other cores by writing it back to the Last Level Cache (LLC) or main memory.
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Figure 2: Self-invalidation in the VIPS-protocol

Both self-invalidation and self-downgrade are local, cheap and truly dis-
tributed operations, but in order for them to provide any reasonable consistency
model they must be strategically performed throughout the program execution.
VIPS use the self-invalidation and self-downgrade to enforce sequential consis-
tency for data race free applications[18]. Data races are defined by at least one
processor writing some memory and one or more processor reading the same
piece of memory concurrently. Instead of specifying the consistency model for
data races, VIPS leave all data races undefined, meaning the written data may
be visible to other cores immediately, or after an infinite amount of time. This
means that programming using data races is not feasible in VIPS and the pro-
grammer will have to program without races. Choi et al. suggests that pro-
hibiting data races in programs, is not too intrusive, and that programming
without data races is argued by to be a beneficial way of programming shared
memory[10].

VIPS can maintain coherence by only distinguishing synchronization points
and issue self-invalidation and self-downgrade to maintain coherence by relying
on the data race free guarantee. Synchronization points mean sections in a
program where a core communicate data to another core, usually using locks,
barriers, or atomic instructions. When crossing a synchronization point, illus-
trated in Fig. 2, VIPS makes sure all dirty data classified as shared are self-
downgraded to make data visible to other cores. Similarly, self-invalidation is
used to invalidate all shared data so that, subsequent access to the data, miss
in the cache and is forced to fetch the latest copy.

It is important to note that data classified as private are not self-invalidated
since they already have the latest copy. Private data also never have to be
written back, or self-downgraded to the main memory to be visible by any other
core since no other core is sharing this data. Transitioning private data to shared
is however a special case, which requires private data to be self-downgraded, and
changed to a shared state[18].

Self-downgrade in VIPS, is initiated anytime between the write-miss, and
the synchronization point, where the restriction is only that the self-downgrade
should be complete before crossing the next synchronization point. This of
course mean that any other core reading the data before synchronizing with
the writer can see either the new or the old value of the data. This is correct
behavior since the scenario is a data race, and is in VIPS undefined[18]. Be-
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cause self-downgrade can be performed anywhere between the write-miss and
the next synchronization point, it is possible to implement a write-back func-
tionality using write-buffers, coalescing and pacing out writes evenly throughout
the execution[18]. This can be implemented by a countdown timer per cached
data item where the timer is reset every time a write-miss is detected, and
self-downgrades when the timer reaches zero[18].

All data classified as shared is potentially written by some other core in
the system. VIPS therefore makes sure that after any synchronization point
a core always have to get the latest copy of shared data from memory. The
self-invalidation strategy also means that there are situations where a shared
copy is not recently written, but still self-invalidated in vain, just to be brought
in again with the same data if reused after the synchronization point.

In summary, Kaxiras and Ros describe the VIPS protocol in three steps[18]:

1. Classify cache lines in the LLC as private or shared.

2. Simplify coherence by dynamically using write-through for shared data.
(1) and (2) together eliminate snoops on reads.

3. Eliminate snoops on writes (invalidation) by selective flushing of the shared
data.

2.5 DeNovo Coherence

DeNovo coherence is another simple coherence protocol which gives sequential
consistency for data race free programs[10]. The DeNovo protocol use the notion
of a touched bit for every piece of data. The bit is set locally when a node is
reading or writing some data and is reset on synchronization[10]. If the touched
bit is set you always have the latest copy and can keep it after a synchronization
point because of data race free guarantees[10]. One problem with this approach
is that it does not keep any data across more than one synchronization point,
and all data will be invalidated if its not accessed between every synchronization
point. Another problem with the approach is that this method only works if
you can detect accesses for fine grained data granularity.

2.6 Communication

Interconnects and RDMA Most computer clusters today make use of high-
speed interconnects such as InfiniBandTM. These interconnects are designed
for high-performance, distributed computing, and are magnitudes better than
regular Ethernet when comparing latency and bandwidth. Apart from raw
performance, many interconnects also implements RDMA, which allows a node
to read another node’s memory without triggering a trap to the remote node’s
operating system. We can therefore, interrupt-free, read and write memory
from other nodes, without slowing the target node down. RDMA semantics
also enables a way to use PUT/GET operations to communicate interrupt-free
between nodes which is a feature argued to be key to implement high-performing
SWDSM systems[29, 28].
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MPI The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standardized message passing
interface designed for, but not limited to, distributed memory systems, i.e. com-
puter clusters[12]. MPI is available in many implementations, and is a common
way to program message passing applications. An MPI implementation spawns
MPI processes throughout nodes in a network and forces the programmer to
use MPI specific primitives for communication. MPI specifies the semantics
and syntax of a series of functionality for MPI processes to communicate to
each other. The first definition of MPI, referred to as MPI-1 defines send/re-
ceive type functions to send and receive messages, collective data-distribution
functionality as well as synchronization mechanisms such as barriers.

MPI contains more functionality than just message passing. Specified in the
second version of MPI and because of poor semantics[6], redefined and improved
in the third version of MPI (MPI-3), is MPI Remote Memory Access (RMA).
RMA is a way for MPI processes, to instead of using message passing, have
one node read and write another MPI process’s memory remotely without the
need of having both processes to participate in the transfer. The RMA part of
MPI may make use of underlying RDMA over modern high-speed interconnects
and it is shown by Gropp and Thakur that using RMA can increase perfor-
mance compared to normal MPI send/receive communication on high-speed
interconnects[15].

In the MPI-3[26] specification of RMA, memory can be exposed to remote
nodes, using windows associated with memory explicitly exposed to other nodes.
The memory can be accessed by issuing one-sided operations, such as PUT
or GET, which is the functionality needed from the underlying communica-
tion when implementing high-performing SWDSM systems[29]. Using PUT
and GET in MPI also requires synchronization primitives to declare when the
operations should finish and be performed with respect to all other processors.

Three different ways to synchronize memory accesses in MPI RMA is avail-
able:

• Fence synchronization.

• Post-Start-Complete-Wait(PSCW) synchronization.

• Lock/Unlock synchronization.

Two of these, fence and PSCW synchronization are commonly known as active
synchronization methods, where both the target, and requesting process need to
participate to complete a transfer. This can achieve high performance[15], but
is not suitable for SWDSM systems since target nodes cannot know in advance
about incoming requests without constantly or periodically polling for incoming
requests. The third option is to use the lock/unlock synchronization method
also known as passive synchronization. The passive synchronization use locks
to determine start and end of an access period. Two types of locks are avail-
able: shared and exclusive. Shared locks implies that any other process may
lock the window with a shared lock and may perform memory operations con-
currently. The exclusive lock implies that only the exclusive holder can execute
its operations when holding the lock. To synchronize PUT/GET memory ac-
cesses with passive synchronization, making them visible for all other processes
reading the memory, the unlock-function is used. The passive synchronization
allow for truly one-sided communication which mean that it is the preferable
synchronization mechanism in SWDSM systems[29].
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In addition to this, MPI also defines the behavior of local accesses to a
memory in conjunction with remote accesses to the same memory. In MPI-2,
local store operations affecting the same window as a remote PUT operation is
considered erroneous even though the stores may be done on different memory
locations, making the standard hard to use[6]. To solve this problem, MPI-3
introduces two memory models, unified and separate to define the behavior of
local and remote memory accesses to the same memory and window[26]. The
separate model, which is the same memory model as defined in MPI-2, restricts
concurrent PUT and local store operations to the same memory window. The
unified model on the other hand allows these accesses, and describes that mem-
ory updates done on the local memory, will be visible for remote nodes, and
similarly remote updates will be visible locally[26].

2.7 Software Distributed Shared Memory

Software distributed shared memory is a way to extend coherent shared memory
from a single machine to a network of many machines through software. The
idea, introduced by Kai Li is to exploit the operating systems paging mechanism
for mapping virtual pages to remote physical pages[24]. The obvious advantage
is to increase the performance of shared memory applications by running them
on more cores than what is available in a single machine. SWDSM systems
can also be a cost-effective way of increasing performance by connecting many
cheap workstations, instead of investing in expensive machines, one can instead
scale a system with many small cheap machines in a network. Also, using
SWDSM systems does not require the programmer to port applications to use
message passing paradigms to scale up their applications, which saves cost for
development.

An SWDSM system gives the programmer an illusion of a normal shared
memory system and is consisting of many nodes in a network which is typically
connected through some high-speed interconnect. Any communication between
nodes in an SWDSM system is done by reading and writing to the same mem-
ory address, object, or variable and should be completely transparent to the
programmer. This is similar to normal shared memory programming where the
hardware cache coherence protocol in a shared memory machine is completely
transparent for the programmer. The programmer can instead focus on pro-
gramming with locality in mind and have the underlying system take care of
the communications.

SWDSM systems have a normal shared memory space between all threads
but is still considerably different from normal shared memory systems. SWDSM
has as seen in Fig. 1, a very high latency when accessing remote memory. This
means that misses, or page faults in the SWDSM system will be substantially
more expensive than page faults in a normal shared memory system. Also,
SWDSM systems, does not typically have hierarchical caches which is present
in normal multiprocessors. Misses in the SWDSM system will always result in
a high cost of reading remote memory from network and with no chances of
recovering data from higher level caches as in CPUs. Instead, SWDSM systems
can try to make use of the high bandwidth existing in modern clusters, where
the system can try to trade bandwidth for latency by using prefetching[30]. The
idea is that if the SWDSM system can prefetch the data before it is requested,
reducing the latency cost involved in reading data remotely.
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Relaxing the Consistency Model The memory model of an SWDSM sys-
tem is crucial for performance since it decides when we need to make data visible
for all other nodes and cores[35]. Remote operations in a network is costly and
making updates visible in SWDSM systems can require many requests across
the network. Sequential consistency is the most intuitive memory model and
normally requires an SWDSM system to invalidate all remotely shared copies
of the data before a write-operation can be performed. This means that for
applications with frequent data sharing, excessive amounts of invalidations will
be sent, and consequentially many pages will be migrated between home-node
and sharers repeatedly. Working on pages also mean that the false sharing is
tremendous which makes such a memory model very expensive[30].

As sequential consistency is too costly to efficiently run in an SWDSM sys-
tem, many have therefore tried to relax the coherence protocol and the con-
sistency model used in SWDSM systems[20, 24, 29, 34, 8]. The most common
approaches have been to use different forms of software release consistency. Ac-
quire operations is used to get the latest value of data, and any writes must
be eventually followed by a release operation in order for the data to be glob-
ally visible to all other nodes in the system[14]. This allows the system to
defer writes and invalidations until they reach an acquire- or release-operation
which makes write-backs of pages less likely than in sequential consistency. The
SWDSM system can then exploit temporal locality by coalescing multiple read-
and write-operations to the same page, without having to repeatedly write it
back. Since multiple pages can be accessed between synchronization points, this
also means that when it is time to write back pages, several pages may be writ-
ten back to a node at the same time, minimizing any overhead cost of sending
data over the interconnect.

Two primary types of release consistency is commonly used in SWDSM
systems[21]:

• Lazy Release Consistency.

• Eager Release Consistency.

None of the two, have despite its name no, or small effect on the consistency
model provided for the programmer, instead they both provide regular release
consistency, with some notable differences in the coherence protocol[14]. Eager
release consistency make sure all memory operations is performed with respect
to all other nodes on release operations[21]. The lazy release consistency model
instead delays writes to be propagated to a node, to when it issues an acquire-
operation[21, 20]. Implementing the eager protocol is straight forward, where
you simply write-back your dirty pages to its home-node upon a release opera-
tion, while concurrently also issuing invalidations to other nodes that share these
pages. The lazy release protocol on the other hand need to look for the nodes
which has the latest copies of data when issuing an acquire-operation[21, 20].
There are two main difference in characteristics between the protocols: The ea-
ger protocol will have shorter latency when reading remote memory because it
can be read directly while the lazy protocol may issue fewer invalidations and/or
write-backs since it is only performed on demand[21, 20].
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Figure 3: Memory organization in SWDSM systems

Allocation of Shared Data Shared data in the global address space need
to be served by some node in the system which will be known as the home-
node. The home-node is the node where all writes to global data will eventually
be written back to. Either the home-node can be located on special memory
servers for serving data[30], or the home-nodes can typically be split up among
the nodes, making each node serve an equal part of the data in the global address
space[20, 29, 8] as depicted in Fig. 3.

Many systems have also replicated all data on all nodes[20, 29, 8] which
makes it easy to know the location of remotely cached data. The location is
easily known since we naturally can map every virtual address to the same
physical address as if it was a local memory access. The memory size cannot
scale up larger than the size of a single node when replicating all memory which
makes it problematic to scale up problem sizes beyond the memory limits of one
node in the system. However, for many programs to scale up, then so must the
memory consumption. We can therefore argue that replicating all memory on
every node is not scalable for large number of nodes.

Two main approaches for distinguishing which node a piece of data is served
by in the SWDSM system exists. The first approach is known as the home-
based approach, where we in advance or at first encounter, know or discover a
1:1 mapping between pages and nodes which means that the requesting node
immediately know the location of a page from the global address space. In
the homeless approach, a page’s home is migratory, and is changed due to
invalidations on its home-node and instead be served by the node that has
the latest updated copy of the page[20]. This means that with high probability
in the homeless approach, the memory is on the node requesting and writing the
data[16]. In the homeless protocol snooping is however needed to know what
node serves pages in the global address space, or alternatively when migrating
pages one need to broadcast the new home-node to all other nodes in the system.

Several implementations are available for both approaches and comparisons
between them suggest that the home-based protocol have better scalability than
the homeless protocol when implemented with similar implementations for a lazy
release consistency protocol[16, 11]. It is however argued that this difference may
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be quite small[11]. The node writing back data to requesting nodes, are more
likely to have many more incoming requests competing for bandwidth, than
on a home-based protocol[16]. This has however only been evaluated using a
lazy release consistency protocol and effect using other types of protocols are
unknown.

Coherence Traffic and Message-Handlers The reason why coherence in
an SWDSM system is so expensive is not due to their volume of coherence related
traffic. The performance bottleneck lies in the overhead caused by interrupts
when using message-handlers in inter-node communication[29, 5]. When a node
communicate with another node, they must either reserve one core for this,
polling the network for incoming messages all the time, or partly reserve a core
to poll periodically for incoming messages. A partial reservation is of course to
prefer if computation is heavy, but will also result in larger latency for moving
data over the interconnect. Messages will then be pending on receiving nodes
when they are busy using all cores for computation. To solve this problem,
Radovic and Hagersten suggests that one should eliminate the message-handlers
completely and rely on remote memory operations to run the coherence protocol
on the requesting node[29].
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2.8 Related Systems

IVY IVY was the first SWDSM system ever build. The idea came from Kai Li
at Princeton University 1986 where the idea is to exploit the paging mechanism
to page virtual addresses to remote memory. The system was implemented
with a simple MSI protocol and was able to scale up to at least eight separate
processors connected through a network[24]. Scaling up to eight processors is
of course not impressive in modern clusters, but it has however inspired many
systems that came after it.

TreadMarks TreadMarks relax the consistency model to a lazy-release con-
sistency model where diffs with different time stamps are passed around the
system. Each node replicates all global memory on each node over the network,
and uses a homeless protocol, where each node will request diffs from other
nodes upon cache misses. To minimize invalidations, TreadMarks employs a
lazy-release protocol, where the system gets invalidations upon acquire opera-
tions, instead of the end of the release ones. The invalidation messages can then
easily piggyback on an acquire-operation[20].

DSZOOM DSZOOM use minimal overhead for coherence traffic by moving
the coherence protocol to the requesting node. Each node is connected by a high-
speed interconnect with the ability to execute remote atomic operations. Instead
of handling coherence requests on the node serving the memory, DSZOOM re-
moves all message-handlers, and implements coherence handling on the request-
ing node. This is done using a blocking directory protocol where any coherence
request is followed by locking a remote directory structure before performing an
invalidation-based protocol on the requesting node[29].

Samhita Samhita is a recent SWDSM system which models SWDSM as a
cache management problem. The Samhita system caches memory requests on
the requesting node and tries to handle these cached pages similar to cache en-
tries in normal multicore processors. In addition to this, Samhita also combines
techniques proven to be important for performance in previous systems. From
using hardware coherence on each node when sharing between threads, as well
as using the RDMA functionality of InfiniBandTM. The most important contri-
bution lies in the observation that network characteristics on computer clusters
have changed dramatically from when well-known papers on SWDSM systems
were written in the 1990s and early 2000s[30].

PGAS and UPC Another way to program distributed memory systems
called Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) has been developed. PGAS
systems spawns a global address space which is split logically to achieve affinity
for each thread in the system. The programmer work in a shared address space,
but need to explicitly expose which data belongs to which thread which can be
considered harder than regular shared memory programming. Each thread is
primarily working on its own local data, but accesses on remote memory are
done by reading/writing remote memory directly. This programming paradigm
need problem sets to be divided in equal chunks of local computation for each
thread, and preferably using few or no accesses to other threads data. Usually
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this means that all data need to reside in one-dimensional arrays which are
cyclically allocated through the system so that each thread gets an equal part
of the data allocated locally to work on.

Unified Parallel C (UPC) is the most common PGAS language used, and will
in continuation be what we mean when we talk about PGAS[7]. UPC has the
drawback that it requires the user to state the number of total threads used in
advance, which can be considered very restrictive, and make it hard to program
many algorithms that use dynamic thread creation. UPC also adds a keyword
to the C standard called shared. Shared data is used for global memory and need
a special lookup to see whether the memory is local or remote whenever it is
accessed[7]. Every array with the shared keyword is split up and distributed over
all participating threads. Each shared type use special pointers which consists
of fields telling the runtime system which thread the data belong to, and what
local address it has[7]. The UPC pointers make up 64 bits of memory which
means that increased number of maximum threads also decreases the amount
of addressable memory in the UPC system. This means that UPC cannot scale
for a very large number of threads if there is need for a large set of addressable
memory.

UPC can however achieve very high performance, with results close to,
or better than MPI equivalent benchmarks for programs with regular access
patterns[9]. To achieve performance in UPC, especially on more synchroniza-
tion intensive programs, or programs with irregular data sharing patterns, the
UPC programmer generally need to perform many optimizations by hand[27].
It is therefore advised to the UPC programmer to explicitly move chunks of data
in advance referred to as user prefetching, as well as to cast pointers of shared
type to local ones when possible[27]. Casting shared pointers to local ones, re-
move the extra check involved when using shared pointers, but requires prior
knowledge on where the data is residing in the system. User prefetching and
casting pointers can achieve very high performance[27], but it is arguable that
the complexity of these optimizations are similar to the complexity of send/re-
ceive primitives when programming message passing.
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3 The SVIPS System

3.1 Architecture Overview

The SVIPS system consists of a collection of computers (nodes) connected to-
gether in a network which is illustrated in Fig. 15 in the appendix. SVIPS gives
each thread on every node an illusion of a globally shared memory which makes
it possible to execute shared memory applications on computer clusters. The
SVIPS system programmer, works using programming models similar to normal
shared memory programming where the memory model provided is sequential
consistency provided data race free applications. The SVIPS system is designed
to run Pthread or OpenMP directly on top of it with little or no change to the
program, making porting applications relatively simple compared to porting
shared memory programs to use message passing paradigms. This means that
the SVIPS system can easily run almost any normal shared memory program
where for example PGAS solutions like UPC have to change the application
significantly.

The SVIPS system is a page-based SWDSM system working on 4 kilobytes
page granularity and sets up a global address space over a distributed system us-
ing MPI-3 windows and the mmap POSIX system call. The system is home-based
which means that each node in the system gets the responsibility of serving an
equal part of the global address space. All writes to a page will then eventu-
ally propagate to a specific home-node in the system. The address space is a
simple logical division of pages where low ’node-IDs’ are associated with pages
with lower addresses of the global address space and the higher ’node-IDs’ are
associated with the higher addresses. Division of addresses is also illustrated
in Fig. 15 in the appendix. The home-based approach to data-distribution was
chosen since, as stated in Section 2.7, it showed to scale better than the home-
less approach[16] and it also makes implementation and understanding of the
system much more simple.

Traditional SWDSM systems replicates the whole global address space on
each node[29, 20, 24]. The SVIPS system instead caches remote memory in a
node local page cache very similar to the Samhita system[30]. The caches can be
much smaller than the total global address space, but still large enough to hold
a particular node’s part of the problem size[30]. This means that the memory
scales naturally with the number of nodes which is essential to reasonable scale
up many programs since it can be hard to scale up applications without also
scaling up the memory usage. The system may in this way also provide a larger
address space than what might have been available for a single node. One
can also set up single threaded applications using remote idle nodes as extra
memory.

Working on a page based granularity can seem to be excessive, but is however
too fine grained granularity to effectively make use of the available bandwidth
in modern interconnects[15]. In Fig. 8, we can see that to make use of the high
bandwidth available in modern interconnects one need to use larger data chunks
than 4 kilobytes pages. The SVIPS system therefore uses prefetching to bring
in many pages concurrently with the requested page, and work on cache lines of
pages which size is configurable by the user. A page request will therefore bring
in a cache line of pages and/or wait for this transfer to complete. When waiting
for a transfer, to even further exploit interconnect bandwidth, the thread will
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launch a request for the subsequent cache line of the one requested.
Prefetching takes advantage of the huge bandwidth existing in modern in-

terconnects, and minimizes latency for applications exploiting spatial locality,
as the data is already fetched into the system when it is needed. The drawbacks
of this approach is that prefetching does not work well when there is no spatial
locality to exploit. The system will prefetch ’wrong addresses’, and threads will
have to wait for these accesses to complete before launching their own request.

3.2 Page Cache

The SVIPS page cache is of configurable size, and is shared by all threads on
a node by exploiting the underlying hardware shared memory. Each memory
access to remote memory will be stored, or cached in the page cache. When
caching a page, memory addresses are mapped using the mmap POSIX system
call so that subsequent accesses to the same page will be mapped to local mem-
ory in the page cache, making cache ’hits’, as fast as regular local memory
operations. Each entry in the page cache consists of: a passive directory for
data classification, an address tag, a twin page that is used for creating diffs
when writing back data, and obviously, the cached data itself. To speed up
self-invalidation and self-downgrade we also have a touched bit that maintains
locally what cache entries have been used since the last synchronization. We
can with this information know which entries we need to check when performing
self-invalidation and self-downgrade.

Caches in SWDSM systems have a much larger penalty when misses occur
due to the large latency involved with a cache miss. When using small caches,
entries need to be evicted so the system can cache new accesses. Choosing
what page to evict is crucial to minimize amount of misses, and the Samhita
SWDSM system demonstrates that it is important to use a good replacement
policy when evicting an item from caches in SWDSM systems[30]. The Samhita
system makes the cached page with the longest time since used to be evicted
and also it tries to evict non written pages first since writes are more expensive
than reads[30]. For simplicity the page cache in the SVIPS system has instead
been implemented as a direct mapped cache without any replacement policies.
SVIPS can however handle evictions, by simply resetting memory protection to
the evicted page, and replacing an address tag related to the entry in the page
cache. The SVIPS approach is strictly worse than the Samhita approach. This
is however likely not to be of a major issue when the cache size is large enough
to fit a node’s whole memory usage which is preferred if memory is not scarce.

3.3 Implications of a Shared Page Cache

The system has a page cache shared between all active threads within one
node in the system. Threads sharing a page cache in this manner can have
both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is that data used or
accidentally brought in due to false sharing can be used by all the threads in
the system which is reducing latency for other threads using the page. The
large disadvantage is that sharing a cache means that we might have collisions
resulting in unwanted eviction of pages in the page cache. Collisions occur
because the function mapping virtual memory to the cache might not be well
suited for a specific application, and that the size of the total cache might just
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Figure 4: Diffing in the SVIPS system

be too small for the application running. Finding an appropriate cache size
can be troublesome, especially if it is hard to determine the number of pages
touched by each thread in the system and also how the pages will be shared
between threads.

3.4 False Sharing and Page Diffs

Working on pages can cause immense false sharing which is why the SVIPS
system use a multiple-writer protocol to mitigate the effects of false sharing.
Upon a write-miss, the page is copied to a well-known buffer known as a twin
page. As depicted in Fig. 4, when the page is written back, the SVIPS system
iterates over each word in the dirty page, comparing it to the twin page. Each
word differing is written back which constitutes the ’diff’ of the page.

3.5 Underlying Communication

The SVIPS system use RMA from the MPI-3 standard for its underlying com-
munication. All nodes spawn an MPI window to create its part of the global
address space available for other nodes to access. Reading and writing data
remotely is synchronized using the passive synchronization method which is
efficient for systems providing RDMA capabilities[15]. The system uses the uni-
fied memory model which allows the system to use concurrent local and remote
operations on a node[26], It is also possible to use the system with the separate
memory model. The node then need to use the same system for caching remote
memory, on local memory, instead of working directly on the local memory.
RMA in the MPI-3 library exploits the RDMA functionality existing in mod-
ern interconnects such as InfiniBandTM. The RDMA functionality makes the
SVIPS system preferable to run on clusters with this functionality, but may also
run with a performance degradation using regular Ethernet connections.

3.6 Memory Operations

The SVIPS system detect global memory operations or cache misses by utiliz-
ing the POSIX system call mmap in conjunction with a signal handler. Initially
each global allocation reserves virtual memory using the system call mmap which
also restricts both read and write operations to the memory. The operating
system will generate a SIGSEGV signal whenever uncached global memory are
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accessed. This signal will be processed by our signal handler. To ensure maxi-
mum portability we cannot detect what instruction(read or write) that caused
the signal which would need decoding of the instruction opcode. We instead
divide the operations into reads and writes by assuming that the first miss is
a read-operation and a subsequent miss on the same page is a write-operation.
For the first access the system remotely fetches the triggered page, and will later
let the signal handler re-trigger on the same memory if the memory access was
a write-operation. Write-misses are then cheap, and the system only need to
prepare for a later remote write which is described in more detail further in the
thesis.

3.7 Coherence Protocol

The SVIPS system has a coherence protocol highly influenced by the VIPS
protocol in the sense that we implement the protocol using the fully distributed
coherence mechanisms. However, unrestricted self-invalidation used in the VIPS
protocol2 can seriously degrade performance considering that: i) on each acquire
point, all pages cached in a node are self-invalidated, even if they have not been
modified; and ii) on each release point, all writes must be reflected back to the
home-node, even if they are not subsequently read by another node, or even if
the write-back exposes these writes to other nodes prematurely.

The SVIPS system recognize that unrestricted self-invalidation cause a much
larger cost than unrestricted self-downgrade and therefore the SVIPS coherence
protocol is designed to remove many unnecessary self-invalidation by using data
race free guarantees. We also recognize that any asynchronous request/response
communication in an SWDSM system is performance degrading[29]. Therefore,
the SVIPS protocol removes any unnecessary redirection between nodes and/or
active directory message-handlers in the system, using what we call a passive
directory, which is simply holding, for each page its readers and writers. With
a passive directory we mean that the directory itself is not associated with any
agent consulting other directories or nodes for invalidations or redirections but
is only directly read or updated by remote nodes using RDMA. This means that
the need for protocol agents exchanging messages in a request/response behavior
is completely abolished and removes the need for a node to poll for incoming mes-
sages. This removes all asynchronous message overhead in the SWDSM system
which is also suggested being the major bottleneck in an SWDSM system[29].

The passive directory in SVIPS is only accessed when a node first reads or
writes a page for the first time. The states in the directory are not explicit, but
can be deduced from the number of readers and writers to a page. Each page is
associated with a reader and writer list where each node has an assigned bit in
these lists according to a predefined ’Node-ID’. It is also possible to use a single
pointer to the first node reading or writing the memory along with a bit being
set if more than one node has read or written the page. It is however easier to
implement one bit per node in a list, and it has for our tests not shown to cause
any scalability problem even though its relatively large memory consumption.
Cached directory copies are not necessarily directly synchronized with the re-
mote originals. Instead, they are, if needed, synchronized at synchronization
points to see the new sharers.

2To a lesser extent this also applies to unrestricted self-downgrade
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SVIPS works on a page level where many nodes can be reading and writing
the same page concurrently. Forcing programmers to work with a data race free
granularity of a page is unlikely and therefore it is not possible to keep coherence
with a simple touched bit like in the DeNovo protocol. We also want to be able
to keep shared pages across synchronization points in order to minimize latency
for the common case. SVIPS will therefore extend the VIPS protocol to be able
to keep some shared pages across a synchronization point while self-invalidating
pages potentially written. SVIPS will therefore work with classifying pages as
private/shared and if it is written by zero (read-only), one (single-writer), or
2+ nodes (multiple-writer). We can with these classifications deduce whether
a page is potentially written by someone else, which calls for self-invalidation,
and we can also keep read-only copies from being invalidated.

To classify pages, the passive directory tracks readers and writers to a page,
and we can define the previously mentioned states as:

• A page is defined as private, when only one node is accessing the page
(reading or writing).

• A page is defined as shared when more than one node is accessing the page
(reading or writing).

Besides this information, we also identify different types of shared pages de-
pending on the number of writers to the page:

• A page is defined as read-only when it lacks writers.

• A page is defined as with one node writing to it is called a single-writer.

• A page with two or more writers are called multiple-writer.

Read-Misses A read on uncached global memory triggers a SIGSEGV signal
handled by our signal handler. The signal handler maps the virtual address to
a global address space, an index in the local page cache, and what node serves
the page in the global address space. The signal handler will then load the
page using RDMA to the corresponding cache entry. SVIPS uses a first touch
classification protocol which will be only executed when the page is not yet
classified. The requesting node issues a fetch-and-set operation to register
their node in the reader list associated with the page. The list is then cached
locally and used for any later read-misses for this page.

A read-miss then has three cases:

1. The page is unclassified (zero nodes registered to the reader list).

2. The page is in state private for another node. (exactly one additional
node is registered in the reader list).

3. The page is in state shared (two or more other nodes are registered to the
reader list).

For the first case, the page will be classified and considered private to the re-
questing node and it can be directly loaded from the page’s home-node. For
the second case, the page is considered private to another node and needs to be
downgraded to the state shared as seen in Fig. 16 in the appendix. The request-
ing node first need to update the remote private-holder node’s classification of
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the page to shared by registering itself to the private-holders local copy of the
page reader-list. Classification is updated on the private-holder, and the page
is then free to get the current data from the home-node. In the third case, the
page is considered shared and can be immediately loaded from the home-node.

The node continues by loading the requested page and its respective page
cache line into the local page cache. After completion, we use the mmap Linux
system call to set up the mapping between the faulting virtual address and the
page caches physical addresses. This mapping also sets the memory protection
to read-only. After the mapping, the signal handler returns to the executing
thread which will try to execute its faulting instruction again. If the faulting
instruction was a load instruction, the program will continue as normal, loading
the now local memory in our page-cache. Since the memory is now local, this
and any subsequent page ’cache hit’, will have equal cost as loading normal local
memory.

Write Misses Store instruction will after loading the particular page also
trigger a second SIGSEGV signal handled by our signal handler. Similar for
load instructions the node does only handle classification on its first access.
The requesting node (executing the cache write-miss) atomically register itself
to the writer list on the page’s home-node and concurrently loads the writers
list in a local structure.

The write-miss then has three cases:

1. The page is in state read-only (no writers).

2. The page is in state single-writer (one other node is writing).

3. The page is in state multiple-writer (two or more other nodes has written
the page).

For the first case, we need to inform any other node holding the page in read-
only, and therefore, for each node registered in the local reader list of the page
the system must register the node in their corresponding writer-list. For the
second case, the page is already considered single-writer with another node as
the writer and the writer-node’s writer list is updated to contain the new writer.
For the third case, we do not have to update any state and can immediately
continue the write-miss.

The signal handler then marks the page as dirty and copies the page into
a local twin page later used for diffs as described in Section 3.4, The SVIPS
system then adds this entry to a write-buffer described in Section 3.8 and
continues by using the mmap system call to change the memory protection level
of the page to read-write. The memory may now be written without any inter-
ference from the SVIPS system until the page need to be self-downgraded.
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Figure 5: Self-Invalidation in the SVIPS system. Number in the single-writer
state denote which node wrote the page and put it into single-writer state.

3.8 Self-Invalidation and Self-Downgrade

The SVIPS system uses self-invalidation and self-downgrade to make written
data visible to all other nodes. When writing a page, as described in Section
2.4 similar to VIPS, this demand a self-downgrade of the page some time before
the next synchronization point. SVIPS will perform all writes locally on the
page cache and delay write-back of the page until reaching a synchronization
point. However, when reaching a synchronization point, writing all pages back
to the home-nodes, might saturate the bandwidth and cause unnecessary delay.
Therefore, the SVIPS system paces out writes evenly with the help of write-
buffers.

When a write-miss occurs the page is enqueued to a FIFO queue known as
the write-buffer. When number of entries in the write-buffer exceed a threshold,
the page that has been registered the longest is written back to its home-node.
Prior to writing the page back, the page protection level is set to read-only,
meaning any subsequent write will trigger a new write-miss in the system. This
means that each synchronization point has at most the size of the write-buffer
to write back.

To remove the cost for transitioning private states to shared we also perform
self-downgrade on the private state. This means that no recovery is done on
the data when transitioning private to shared which also would demand stalling
remote nodes to avoid changes in memory while getting the latest copies. In-
stead, we get a performance loss of having to write-back private data. This idea
comes from that data in a global address space is intentionally shared, meaning
a private state is likely to be temporal, or could just be allocated locally, but
further studies on this is needed.

To invalidate pages the coherence protocol does not rely on any other node
to invalidate your memory. Instead, each node self-invalidates its own memory
before crossing synchronization points. The SVIPS system implements this by
tracking each page touched since the last synchronization point so this collec-
tion later can be easily iterated. The simplest approach, and similar to the
normal VIPS[18] protocol is to invalidate all shared pages. SVIPS tries to ex-
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ploit the use of the data race free programs, and the system implements a
single-writer/multiple-writer extension for the VIPS protocol that minimizes
unnecessary self-invalidations occurring when invalidating every shared page.

When a program is data race free, we can deduce what data to invalidate
depending on the patterns of data sharing in the program. In the SVIPS system,
we perform self-invalidations for any page that another core/node have poten-
tially written to since the last synchronization point. The SVIPS protocol makes
use of the different page classifications to know which pages to self-invalidate
and which one we already have the most current copy of and can keep crossing
the synchronization point. Below we list states in need of self-invalidation as
well as states that can be kept while crossing a synchronization point, also seen
in Fig. 5.

States Kept Across Synchronization Points

• Private - No one else is sharing this data, and can therefore be correctly
kept across synchronization points.

• Read-only - Nodes are only reading this page and can naturally be kept
across synchronization points since no one has written it.

• Single-writer - But only if it is the node caching the page that have written
it.

States in Need of Self-Invalidation

• Single-writer - If the node caching the page have not written it.

• Multiple-writer - Multiple nodes have written the page and read the page
and it is possible it is recently written by another node, and therefore it
must be invalidated.

3.9 Misclassification

The classification protocol does never revert shared pages back to private, and
it does not adjust back when the number of writers to a pages decrease. This
means that when a page is self-invalidating a single-writer or multiple-writer
page it is not sure that this page have been written recently by another node
which means that the invalidation was not necessary. This is of course a huge
draw-back to the protocol, and heavy misclassification is bound to cause perfor-
mance degradation. To avoid some of these problems, the states in the coherence
protocol can optionally be reset, causing reclassification for every page accessed
after that. This is done by each node zeroing out their reader- and writer lists
on their nodes as well as resetting page protection to trigger on subsequent
access. The system will then treat pages as if they were touched for the first
time. Although the performance problems might be problematic for very spe-
cific benchmarks it is to our knowledge not possible to revert back to other
states in a cost-effective and scalable way.
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3.10 Memory Allocation and Mapping

Memory in the SVIPS system is allocated by a special allocation function
gmalloc. The allocator function similarly to Linux calls such as malloc, and
the gmalloc call takes a size and returns a pointer to the memory or NULL
if memory is unavailable. The size of the allocation is first aligned to fit into
a page cache line, or any optionally specified alignment. Allocation is done
locally, by increasing an offset, and returning the virtual pointer for the start
of the global address space with the added offset. Each global allocation must
therefore be done as a collective call for all nodes to get the same pointer. This
means that dynamic allocation, unless implemented by the user, is not possible
in the current version of SVIPS, and developing a proper allocator is left for
future work.

3.11 Barrier Synchronization

One of the most prevalent synchronization mechanisms in distributed program-
ming is the barrier. This is due to barriers being usually among the easiest
synchronization methods to implement efficiently. In SVIPS all that is required
is a hierarchical barrier protocol that first ensures each node has no outstanding
accesses using a nod-local thread barrier. The SVIPS system can then self-
downgrade all dirty data in the write-buffer. An MPI barrier call is then used
to make sure all the nodes have successfully completed the self-downgrade. The
nodes continue by self-invalidating all pages with appropriate states in the cache
as described in Section 3.8. Finally, the threads on each node can be noti-
fied to continue their work, which for simplicity is implemented using another
node-local thread barrier.

3.12 Locking and Critical Sections

Implementing high-performing locks for critical sections has not been the inten-
tion of this thesis, and is left for future work. However, an MCS[25] lock have
been implemented to be able to handle critical sections where necessary. The
space used for a lock is also in the global address space, but is exposed to other
nodes by another overlapping MPI window in order for the semantics to work
according to the MPI-3 standard. A lock mechanism is implemented by using
an atomic fetch-and-set operation on a lock variable in the global address
space. If the lock was already taken, the system makes the thread spin on a
node-local variable. When unlocking, the lock-holder is atomically removing
itself from the lock as well as fetching the list of threads wanting in the lock.
The system chooses a thread to hand over the lock to, and is using RDMA to
unset the flag that the remote thread is locally spinning on. The local spinning
is a way to not overflow the network on contending locks which is similar to the
approach taken in the TreadMarks system[20].

Since locking and unlocking are synchronization points the system also need
to perform coherence mechanisms for correctness reasons. The naive approach
is to use self-invalidation and self-downgrade on both lock and unlock opera-
tions. A slight optimization is that a node only need to do self-invalidation on
lock operations, and self-downgrade on unlock operations in order for nodes to
communicate data written during critical sections. This optimization cut the
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number of self-invalidation and self-downgrade in half. For applications with
thousands of lock operations this approach is however not feasible since it is
using frequent self-invalidations and self-downgrades which is very expensive.
Solutions to cut down the number self-invalidations and self-downgrade even
further are needed to have efficient execution of critical sections in SVIPS.

3.13 Usage

The SVIPS system aims to allow simple shared memory programming in a dis-
tributed system. The SVIPS programmers can easily scale up their applications
on more nodes without the exposure to the underlying communication between
the nodes. The SVIPS system allows the programmer to just read and write to
the globally allocated memory. For synchronization, standard locking or barrier
mechanisms exists, to synchronize data to other threads in the system. The
SVIPS programmer also need to set up the SVIPS system with a size for the
global address space. An allocation function for initializing the application’s
global memory is provided for this.

The programming model used for the SVIPS system is simple and gives the
programmer sequential consistency for data race free programs. The SVIPS
system works with any Pthread program with some minor limitations since
a thread is always connected to a specific node in the system and will never
migrate between nodes. Also, SVIPS runs the same program on many machines,
meaning that a program spawning a thread, is likely to spawn one thread per
node, if thread creation is not dynamic and/or depending on current node.
Apart from having sequential consistency for data race free programs as in
standard VIPS, Release consistency can also be provided by the SVIPS system,
and synchronization primitives provided by the system (i.e. barriers and mutex
locks) automatically ensure the acquire- or release-operation are performed when
necessary.

If, however, programmers need to code their own synchronization protocols,
the system provides some basic acquire and release fence calls, which ensure the
memory visibility is correctly ordered. These are svips_acquire (correspond-
ing to self-invalidation), svips_release (corresponding to self-downgrade), and
svips_acq_rel which is a full memory fence. The fences are necessary mainly
when threads on different nodes communicate through channels not providing
memory ordering, e.g. through a network message or something not provided
directly through the SVIPS system. In such cases, the programmer must in-
sert the appropriate fence instructions if the message between the threads is
supposed to ensure an order in the application.

Porting for OpenMP OpenMP traditionally uses for-loops to split up work.
Each thread executes part of the for-loop and at the end of each loop waiting
for each other thread to reach that point which can be considered a barrier3.
A typical way to transform an OpenMP for-loop to SVIPS is to first change
the loop interval so that each node execute its own part of the loop. This can
easily be done by determining the number of iterations and dividing this at the
number of nodes to get a distinct interval for each node. At the end of each
OpenMP-loop the programmer must issue a barrier call to SVIPS, to make sure

3Except when nowait is specified for OpenMP
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each thread has executed its work, and to ensure that self-downgrades and self-
invalidations are issued for all nodes. Porting of OpenMP is simple, and can
potentially also be assisted by a compiler to change iteration intervals as well
as inserting barriers at the end of parallel regions.

Porting for Pthreads Porting for Pthreads is in the common case easy, and
one must only think about that when spawning threads, usually each node is
spawning a thread since all the nodes will execute the same program. Dividing
up work among the threads can be tricky, and it is recommended that threads
on the same node share as much memory as possible to better exploit that the
page cache is shared for all threads on each node.
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4 Performance Evaluation
We implement and evaluate SVIPS on a distributed cluster intended for HPC
workloads. We use up to 32 nodes to run our experiments and each node is
equipped with two AMD Opteron 6220 processors (16 cores total) and at least
64 GB of memory. The nodes are set up with Scientific Linux 6.4, running Linux
kernel version 2.6.32-431.20.3.el6.x86_64.

The AMD Opteron 6220 processor features two CPUs per chip and is con-
nected using the same interconnect as for communicating with separate proces-
sors. Therefore, for NUMA purposes, each machine has four memory nodes,
each with only four cores that share a local memory hierarchy. All network
nodes are interconnected with a 2:1 oversubscribed QDR Infiniband fabric. The
SVIPS system is evaluated using OpenMPI 1.8.4[13] which supports the MPI-
3 RMA standard[12, 26]. MPI handles all the bookkeeping needed to start a
parallel program on multiple nodes. Each node contributes an equal share of
memory to the globally shared memory of the system, and uses an equal amount
of memory as a local cache for the global memory.

4.1 Synthetic Benchmarks

Memcpy and MPI RMA Bandwidth This benchmark measures the band-
width of reading and writing data in the global address space. We use both a
memcpy in the SVIPS system and compare with MPI GET in MPI RMA. The
memcpy moves data from the global address space to a local buffer to remove
any additional potential costs of writing in the global address space.

4.2 Application Benchmarks

We evaluate the SVIPS system with a selection of benchmarks from well known
suites such as SPLASH-2[36], PARSEC[4], NPB[2] along with custom bench-
marks. The system is compared with the native OpenMP or Pthread imple-
mentation, and where possible an implementation in UPC or MPI. The bench-
marks implemented in OpenMP, Pthread and SVIPS are mostly using barriers
as synchronization points. Where locking calls are used, they are either for
initializing thread IDs in the application code (LU), or to accumulate a sum
from each thread (EP). These sections are a very small part of the benchmarks
and are therefore assumed to be negligible for performance. Each MPI imple-
mentation of the applications is done very simplistic and can be implemented
with better performance if overlapping of communication and computation is
possible to do efficiently. This however, requires a deeper knowledge about the
applications being run, meaning such a porting is also much more complex than
programming in the SVIPS system. Instead, the porting is done by exchanging
necessary data4 at synchronization points found in the original Pthread ver-
sions. The SVIPS system is in all benchmarks evaluated using 15 threads per
node and using an 8 page cache line size.

LU The LU kernel with continuous memory allocation from the SPLASH-
2 benchmark[36]. The benchmark computes the LU factorization of a dense

4Using Broadcast or Scatter/Gather functionality in MPI
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4096×4096 matrix. The matrix is divided in blocks with a 128×128 block size.
Blocks are distributed between the threads which are responsible for their up-
dates. The block size is important in that it should be able to fit well in the CPU
cache, but also be small enough to increase parallelism in the application[36].
The benchmark is used to show scalability potential of the SVIPS system com-
pared to the Pthread implementation in SPLASH-2. This application does not
compare against native MPI, and no implementation of LU, that can fairly
compare with the Splash-2 Pthread implementation was available.

N-Body This benchmark is a custom implementation5 of the N-body prob-
lem using 65536 bodies during 100 iterations. The benchmark uses a simple
iterative approach to the problem and is separating iteration steps with bar-
riers. The MPI-version uses a naive port of the Pthread program where we
communicate the changes of each iteration by broadcasting all the bodies to all
threads using gather/scatter function calls in MPI. In the SVIPS and Pthread
implementations we are instead using simple barrier calls.

Matmul A standard matrix multiplication benchmark that multiplies two
floating point matrices. Two experiments are run where we try matrices of size
2000×2000 and of size 5000×5000. The MPI-version is a naive implementation
based on the Pthread implementation using simple Scatter/Gather functionality
where the SVIPS system instead is using barrier synchronization. We measure
both time for initialization and computation for all versions.

Black-Scholes The Black-Scholes benchmark from PARSEC[4] in the SVIPS-
system use two barriers for synchronization. One for synchronizing initialization
of the data, and one for waiting for all threads to reach the end of the application.
Each thread works on its separate part of the allocated memory until they have
finished calculating its part of the computation. The MPI implementation is
implemented by communicating all the options in the application using the MPI
Scatter functionality. The benchmark is evaluated using the largest input-set
native, containing 10 million options, where the timings for all implementations
include the initialization and moving the memory from one thread initializing
the data to all other threads.

NPB CG CLASS C The CG (conjugate gradient) benchmark from the NAS
Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) using class C part of the benchmark. For SVIPS,
the implementation is ported so that it uses almost only the local OpenMP
code, but with node-local modified ranges in the for-loops so that each node is
running OpenMP on a smaller chunk of the loops. The NAS CG benchmark
is also evaluated using UPC with the NPB suite for UPC[22]. The benchmark
uses the conjugate gradient method to compute an approximation of the smallest
eigenvalue of a large, sparse, and symmetric matrix. For both implementations,
the CG benchmark involves irregular access (reading) patterns and unstructured
matrix-vector multiplications.

5Thanks to Tobias Skoglund for the original version
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NPB EP CLASS D The EP (Embarrassingly Parallel) benchmark from the
NAS Parallel Benchmarks using class D part of the benchmark. The system
distributes an equal share of work to all threads in the system using only one
critical section per Pthread to accumulate the result of the calculation. The
NAS EP benchmark is also evaluated using UPC with the NPB suite for UPC.
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5 Results

5.1 Write-Buffer Sensitivity Analysis

While writes are not as critical to performance as reads, excessive write traf-
fic can still be detrimental to performance. The parameter that controls write
traffic in SVIPS is the size of the write-buffer that coalesces writes between syn-
chronizations. However, a very large write-buffer (that must empty on synchro-
nization) can adversely affect synchronization latency, with serious performance
implications. Figure 6 shows execution time as a function of write-buffer size.
With small write-buffer sizes, some of our benchmarks exceed their pre-allocated
runtime on the Tintin cluster and do not even complete (the corresponding
points are missing from Figure 6). The performance of these benchmarks is
devastated if the write-buffer size falls below a critical point. Execution time
correlates well with the number of write-backs, as shown in Figure 7.

On the other hand, for very large buffer sizes there is a slight slowdown,
caused by the overhead on synchronization and other overheads directly related
to write-buffer size. Through this experimentation, the write-buffer was chosen
to contain 8192 pages for Black-Scholes, N-body and LU, 256 pages for GC,
128 pages for MM, and 32 pages for EP in the tests. Lessons learned: A
minimum write-buffer size is often required to run a program, but increasing
the size further neither yields further benefits, nor hurts performance when
synchronization is light.
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Figure 6: Runtime for different write-buffer sizes.

Figure 7: Write-backs for different write-buffer sizes
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5.2 Synthetic benchmarks

Memcpy and MPI RMA Bandwidth In Fig. 8 we can see a bandwidth
comparison with normal MPI RMA one-sided communication and a memcpy
call in the global address space of SVIPS where we copy data from the global
address space to a local buffer. MPI RMA calls are done using passive one-sided
communication which is also what SVIPS uses to write and read remote pages.
MPI RMA uses the MPI window lock/unlock with a shared allocated window.
Since we are remotely moving data from a remote location we are using the MPI
Get call functionality. On the Y-axis we can see the bandwidth in megabytes
per second, and the X-axis shows the granularity in bytes.

For MPI RMA we are just reading remotely the amount of bytes specified in
X-axis. For the SVIPS system memcpy, we set the amount of pages in the page
cache line to match the number of bytes used in the MPI RMA case. We can see
that the SVIPS bandwidth follows the MPI RMA bandwidth closely without
any large performance degradation when scaling up. However, for the smaller
granularity, which might be the size of page cache line many applications desire,
SVIPS copies data as almost half the bandwidth compared to MPI RMA. We
can therefore conclude that for applications where we can efficiently work with
a very large page cache line, the SVIPS system overhead for moving data is
negligible while for smaller granularity the system overhead is considerable.

Figure 8: SVIPS Memcpy compared to MPI RMA bandwidth
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5.3 Application Benchmarks

LU In Fig. 9 we can see the strong scaling of LU factorization from SPLASH-
2 and the modified version for the SVIPS system. The small block size of the
benchmark affects the sharing so that almost each page is written by more than
one node. This makes the states of the caches to be multiple-writer which means
that crossing every synchronization point, all pages cached are self-invalidated.
This is a good example of the worst scenario for the SVIPS system, where
we invalidate pages where invalidation is possibly not needed. This happens
since cache states are (mis)classified as multiple-writer where it temporarily is
sufficient with a private, read-only or single-writer state.

We can also see different threads accessing different pages concurrently which
removes some benefits of prefetching. The page cache line prefetched may not
contain the address the next thread faulted on. This means that the next
thread starts and complete a second transfer which dramatically increases the
latency for the cache miss. The performance scales however up to 120 threads
on 8 nodes where the SVIPS system also outperforms the single node Pthread
implementation. Using only MPI-RMA calls for this benchmark has proven not
to give better scalability which suggests the SVIPS implementation performs
very well in comparison[32].

Figure 9: LU decomposition from SPLASH-2[36]
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N-Body In Fig. 10 we can see the strong scaling of the N-Body benchmark
using 65536 bodies during 100 iterations. The figure shows that we can scale
up to 480 threads on 32 nodes compared to the sequential single-node program.
The memory is allocated similarly to a PGAS system so that each node will serve
most of its memory and writes will happen locally on its own memory. In other
cases, there is only a single-writer per body, meaning that remotely cached and
written bodies does not have to be invalidated between crossing synchronization
points. However, every thread computes its next iteration with data from every
other body which means that all other bodies need to be remotely read and will
be self-invalidated when crossing a synchronization point. The SVIPS system
scales well up to 480 threads, and it is hard to see any performance impact of
the frequent barrier synchronization. Similarly, the MPI implementation scales
well up to 512 MPI processes. The graph shows a slight drop off in scalability
but we can see now reason why the MPI and SVIPS implementation should not
scale for even more nodes.

Figure 10: Custom N-Body application using 65536 bodies during 100 iterations
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Matrix Multiplication Fig. 11 shows the strong scaling of a matrix mul-
tiplication benchmark for both a matrix of size 2000 × 2000 and a matrix of
size 5000 × 5000. We can see the MPI implementation having an algorithmic
advantage from the beginning and starts at approximately two times the speed
on a single node. For the 2000 × 2000 version we can see that the SVIPS im-
plementation scales somewhat to 120 threads and then completely stops. The
MPI-implementation fails to scale at all for such small matrix sizes. For a much
larger matrix size, 5000× 5000, we can see scaling up to 16 nodes for both the
MPI and SVIPS implementation. SVIPS seem to scale similarly to the MPI
version for the 5000 × 5000 version, but the initial advantage of the MPI im-
plementation on a single node seem to continue all the way up to 32 nodes.

Figure 11: Matrix multiplication for matrix size 2000× 2000 and 5000× 5000
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Black-Scholes In Fig. 12, we can see the Black-Scholes application shows
very good scaling in SVIPS, up to 128 nodes (2048 cores) while the MPI imple-
mentation is ’only’ scaling to 16 nodes (256 cores). SVIPS is in this case is also
outperforming speedup numbers reported by Samhita on a similar system[30].
SVIPS also outperforms the MPI-version which tries to distribute all the data in
advance before continuing to execute the computation part of the application.
Instead of distributing all the data upon initialization, the SVIPS system can
effectively prefetch part of the data needed during the computation part, hiding
some latency for remotely read data. The large variations around 64 nodes are
mainly due to the simplistic data-distribution in SVIPS where several threads
concurrently tries to prefetch data from different parts of the global address
space.

Figure 12: Black-Scholes from PARSEC[4] 10 Million options
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NAS EP CLASS D In Fig. 13, both UPC and SVIPS performing very well
and gives an almost linear scaling which is expected for a program executing
embarrassingly parallel code. The slight performance difference in the SVIPS
and UPC implementations are negligible since both of the implementations are
working mostly on local memory. We were able to scale the SVIPS implemen-
tation up to 1920 threads on 128 nodes. The UPC implementation was limited
to 1024 threads by default. Increasing the UPC thread limitation can in some
cases be hard since it will also decrease the amount of memory addressable in
the global UPC address space as describe in Section 2.8.

Figure 13: EP Class C from NAS Parallel Benchmarks[2]
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NAS CG CLASS C In Fig. 14, we can see the CG benchmark scaling up to
16 nodes for UPC and 32 nodes in SVIPS. Initially we see the UPC implemen-
tation outperform the OpenMP/SVIPS implementation due to better handling
of locality. The SVIPS system is using the same algorithm as the OpenMP im-
plementation and manages for an increased number of nodes to compete with
the UPC implementation when comparing scalability. For 32 nodes the SVIPS
implementation reaches the same level of performance as UPC’s best result.
The UPC implementation however, reaches similar maximum measured perfor-
mance as the SVIPS system on only 8 nodes compared to 32 nodes in the SVIPS
system. It was also not possible to run the UPC version on 32 nodes due to
unexpected bugs and errors in the benchmark suite. A fix to this problem may
therefore increase the UPC scalability even further.

Figure 14: CG Class C from NAS Parallel Benchmarks[2]
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6 Conclusions
In this thesis we have re-evaluated how to design and implement software dis-
tributed shared memory with respect to the rising performance in networks
and the existence of RDMA in high-speed interconnects. We have identified
the latency of a centralized coherence protocol that indirect via a home-node
directory, the overhead of software message-handlers, the latency of remote syn-
chronization as major impediments to the end performance and hence scalability
of an SWDSM system. To this end we propose a new approach to coherence
that overturn standard practices. The result is exemplified in a prototype im-
plementation of a page-based, user-space SWDSM system called SVIPS, which
uses MPI for underlying communications.

The coherence protocol takes distributed decisions using self-invalidation
and self-downgrade and does not use message-handlers. Instead, all actions
are performed via RDMA by the requesting nodes. To reduce the number of
misses caused by self-invalidation we introduce passive directories that perform
data classification to help nodes filter what to self-invalidate. The novelty of
the passive directory structure is that it is not a directory which performs any
indirections. Instead, the directory only does classification which is done com-
pletely without message-handlers and is accessed by a node only on its first read
or write operation.

SVIPS is in its prototype phase and uses MPI as its networking layer. We
have ported an initial set of benchmarks to assess our design decisions. Despite
the limitations of a prototype implementation, results are highly encouraging.
Several benchmarks show significant performance improvements due to SVIPS
distributed coherence and are competitive with message-passing and/or PGAS
implementations of the same benchmarks.
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7 Future Work
The SVIPS system can by using techniques from other SWDSM systems possibly
improve its performance or portability. The first is that it can employ the
associative cache described for the Samhita system[30] where evictions in a
page cache can be done using a sophisticated eviction policy.

For portability reasons a proper allocator needs to be implemented in the
system, without it, porting applications with the need for dynamic memory
allocation can be very hard since it forces the programmer to pre-allocate global
memory.

Efficient synchronization using locks, or executing critical sections is a prob-
lem not addressed by this thesis, and will need to be addresses in the future
to work well with any type of software. This along with more benchmarks
stressing just locking and irregular access patterns are important to study, also
implementing them in UPC, MPI or any other distributed system.

To more easily port programs to the SVIPS system, one can investigate the
possibilities using compilers to assist in the porting. Potentially any Pthread or
OpenMP application can be ported to the SVIPS system, and in many cases of
OpenMP, only loop intervals change per node, which should be easy to change
automatically using a compiler.

The memory affinity to threads or processes existing in PGAS languages
such as UPC may possess an advantage to SVIPS in certain applications. It is
therefore important to study whether a cyclic allocation of data has any effect
for a pure DSM system like SVIPS. Since allocations in SWDSM systems can
be very large, it is then possible that a cyclic allocation can be done on page
level, where we can for each allocation store equal parts of the allocation on
every node.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Architect overview of the SVIPS system

Figure 15: Overview architecture of the SVIPS system
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Figure 16: Downgrading data from private to shared in the SVIPS system
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